Literacy Handbook

For everyone, everywhere, literacy is, along with education in general, a basic human
right.... Literacy is, finally, the road to human progress and the means through which every
man, woman and child can realize his or her full potential.
Kofi Annan
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Noun — a naming word. Most sentences will have one. They usually have ‘a’ or ‘the’ in front of them.
There are different types of nouns:
Common Nouns- are everyday things. For example:
Steam hissed out of his ears! The hotel has its own beach and a swimming pool.
Proper Nouns– these are nouns that are the proper names of things. For example:
Africa, Sophie, London, Birchwood High School.
Tip: Only use pronouns if you are sure that the reader
will know who you are referring to.

Pronoun— a word which replaces a noun.
Here are the most common pronouns:

I

you

she

he

it

we

they

this

me

you

her

him

it

us

them

that

my

your

her

his

its

our

their

these

mine

yours

hers

his

its

ours

theirs

those

Adjective- a word which is used to describe a noun or a pronoun.
For example: The steps leading up to the old tower were steep and slippery.
Verb– a doing or being word. For example:


a doing word: She sat in the car and yawned. He slammed the door and marched off.



a being word: We are late. I am a talented musician.

Adverb– tells us more about the verb (how, when or where). For example:
She sat in the car and yawned loudly.
Yesterday evening, she played near the fence.
Preposition– tells us where something happened. For example:
The bus was stuck under the bridge for hours. We hid behind the hedge for 20 minutes.
Note: Words that are sometimes prepositions can act as adverbs. A preposition requires an object. An adverb does not. A
single word acting as an adverb answers where, when, how or to what degree about the verb

Connective– used for connecting ideas. For example:
Duke William won the Battle of Hastings because he had a well-trained army.
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Connectives and their uses
Adding

Exceptions

Cause and effect

and

However

because

also

although/even though so

as well as

unless

for

in addition

except

Therefore

Furthermore

if/even if

Thus

Time

Putting in order

Contrasting

when

next

whereas

whenever

then

instead of

while

firstly/secondly/thirdly alternatively

Meanwhile

finally

but

since

after

on the other hand

until

Afterwards

yet

Giving examples

Emphasising

Comparing

for example

above all

Equally

such as

in particular

In the same way

for instance

particularly

Similarly

especially
NOTE: Connectives in the table that start with a capital letter are usually only used
at the start of a sentence, not in the middle.
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Spelling Section
This section contains helpful information including just a few simple rules for successful spelling!
1.

Break the word down into syllables for example: Wed‐nes‐day ord‐in‐ary fam‐i‐ly

2.

Find shorter words within the word you are learning for example: separate (rat), environment (
on), library (bra), there (here), business (sin).

3.

Try some silly sentences where each word starts with a letter of the word you want to remember. H
ere are some examples:

necessary: It is necessary for a shirt to have one collar and two sleeves (remember one c and two s’s).
because Big elephants can’t always use small exits.
4. Try word association:

To remember soldier try a soldier might die

5. Try pronouncing all the letters (say the word in a funny way)
6. Practise writing using

LOOK—SAY—COVER– WRITE– CHECK

Plurals


Adding “s”: To change from singular to plural we usually add “s”

Example: boot—boots, game—games, cloud—clouds


Adding “es”: es is added when the word changes from one syllable to two syllables

Example: match—matches, church—churches


Changing “y” to “ies”: If there is a consonant before the “y”, change the “y” to “I” and add “es”

Example: story—stories, family—families


When a word ends in “o”: If the letter before the final “o” is a vowel, just add “s”

Example: radio—radios


If the letter before the final “o” is a consonant, add “es”

Example: potato—potatoes, echo—echoes
Silent Letters
Each one has two consonants together that make one sound.
kn knife knee knot knock knight
bt debt doubt subtle
sc science scent scene
mb comb lamb climb plumber
wh whisper white whistle when
wr write wrong wrap wring wreck
gn foreign design resign sign
st castle listen fasten
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100 MOST COMMONLY MISSPELLED WORDS

acceptable

fourth

parallel

vicious

accidentally

gauge

parliament

weather

accommodate

generally

pastime

weird

acquire

grammar

pigeon

you're / your

acquit

grateful

possession

a lot

guarantee

preferable

amateur

harass

principal / principle

apparent

height

privilege

argument

hierarchy

questionnaire

atheist

ignorance

receive

believe

immediate

recommend

calendar

independent

referred

category

indispensable

reference

cemetery

intelligence

relevant

changeable

its / it's

religious

collectible

judgement

restaurant

committed

knowledge

ridiculous

conscience

leisure

rhythm

conscientious

library

sandal

conscious

lightning

schedule

definitely

maintenance

scissors

disappear

manoeuvre

sensible

discipline

memento

separate

drunkenness

millennium

special

embarrass

miniature

success

equipment

mischievous

to / too / two

exhilarate

noticeable

tomorrow

exceed

occasion

their / they're / there

existence

occasionally

twelfth

experience

occur / occurred tyranny

fiery

occurrence

until

foreign

official

vacuum
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Words easily confused


Accept/except: “Accept” means to receive. “Except” is usually a preposition meaning
“other than” or “leaving out” or “everything but.”



Advice/advise: “Advice” is a noun meaning “informed recommendation.” “Advise” is
the corresponding verb form, as in “to give an informed recommendation.” E.g.: I
would advise against giving that new mother any further unsolicited advice. In the
same way practise is a verb and practice is a noun.



Affect/effect: “Affect” is a verb meaning “to influence.” “Effect” is usually a noun
meaning “result.” As a verb, it means “to bring about or cause.” E.g. The bad weather
will not affect our plans. The compliment he paid her had an immediate effect on her
mood. It is never too late to effect a change in our approach to this problem.



All ready/already: “All ready” is a phrase that means “completely prepared.”
“Already” means “by this or that time.” E.g. She is finally all ready to go to the con‐
cert, which has already begun.



All right: In all forms of writing, “all right” is always best as two words. Though very
common, “alright” is considered non-standard and should be avoided.



Allusion/illusion: An “allusion” is an indirect reference. An “illusion” is a deceptive
appearance. E.g. The opening lines of the novel might be understood as an allusion
to the main character’s troubled childhood. A good magician can create a believable
optical illusion.



Can/may: Remember to use “can” to mean “able to,” and not to use it when the best
meaning is “may,” meaning “permitted to.”



Complement/compliment: A “complement” is something that reinforces or com‐
pletes a whole. A “compliment” is a flattering remark or statement of praise. E.g. Use
the documentary film as a complement to our text. Tom appreciated the compliment
you paid him on his new suit.



Device/devise: Something used for a specific purpose is the noun “device.” To create
or plan something is the verb “devise.”



Discreet/discrete: Being “discreet” is using good judgment or prudence. Something
which is “discrete” is separate. E.g. The committee was being discreet in their en‐
deavour to divide the organization into two discrete entities.



Disinterested/uninterested: To be “disinterested” is to be unbiased; to not be partial.
Being “uninterested” is lacking any interest at all. E.g. We sought out a disinterested
party to help us settle our dispute.



Persecute/prosecute: To “persecute” is to harass, ostracize or cause injury. To prose‐
cute is to bring a legal claim against a person, usually for a crime. E.g. They intend to
prosecute anyone who tries to persecute homeless people.



Perspective/prospective: A “perspective” is a point of view. “Prospective” is an ad‐
jective which means “potential or possible.” E.g. From our perspective, these are
some excellent prospective jurors.



Prescribe/proscribe: To “prescribe” is to set down a directive, often medical. To
“proscribe” is to limit or prohibit. They can be considered near opposites.



That/which/who: “That” refers to things, animals, or a class or type of person.
“Which” is used for animals and things, and “who” refers exclusively to people or
named animals. The general rule is that “which” is used to introduce a clause that is
not essential to the meaning of the sentence, whereas “that” is used to introduce a
clause that is essential to the meaning of the sentence. E.g. The newest Harry Potter
book is the only one that I haven’t read. The most annoying dogs are the ones which
bark incessantly. Between Ann and her cat, Leo, I can’t tell who enjoys milk more.
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Key Terms
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How to write in sentences
The types of sentences are:
Simple sentences: one main idea (usually with a verb)
Compound sentences: one or more ideas. Sim‐
ple sentences joined with connectives such as: but, so, and, often , because.
Complex sentences: one main idea with another one or more that depends on it.

There are lots of ways to make complex sentences, these are some of them:
1. Who

whose whom which that etc

e.g.
That’s the bike, which I want for Christmas. She saw her neighbour, whose door was
open.
2. Time Words: after before until while when etc
e.g. After the music stopped, they fell to the floor. She saw her neighbour while the door
was open.
3. Cause and effect words: because as since as a result etc
e.g. As a result of the weather, the game was cancelled. Since my skiing incident, I
have taken care on the steeper slopes.
4. Contrast and balance words:

Although unless despite yet unless etc

e.g. Although she was scared, she entered the room.
You will be detained unless you can give me the homework now.
5. After participles: ‐ing ‐ed
e.g. Finding myself with time to spare, I phoned my mum. Exhaust‐
ed after my run, I sat down to rest.
6. After adverbs: ly words
e.g. Carefully shading his picture, the artist created a true likeness. Looking mysteriously a
t me, the snake man smiled.
7. With noun phrases: e.g.: Steven Spielberg, the film’s director, won the Oscar.
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Improving sentences
Sentences can be made more effective by including rhetorical devices
(AFORREST)
1. ALLITERATION
Repeat a consonant sound at the beginning of adjacent or closely connected
words.
E.g. Her face was red, rough and ridiculous.
2. FACTS & STATISTICS
Make up some facts and statistics for each point.
E.g. Eating meat is cruel: every year 2 billion chickens die.
Eating meat is cruel: the chickens are kept in cages and denied sunlight.
3. OPINIONS
Make up some opinions to go with your point.
E.g. Eating meat is cruel: the chickens are kept in cages that are far too small.
Eating meat is cruel: animals should be allowed to wander freely.
4. REPETITION
Choose one word to repeat.
E.g. Chickens must be freed from pain, freed from suffering, freed from their pris‐
ons.
5. RHETORICAL QUESTIONS
Add a question after the sentence.
E.g. Chickens are kept in cages all their lives. How can this be right?
5. EMOTIVE LANGUAGE
Add in emotive words to make your point stronger.
E.g. The chickens are in horrendously small cages.
The chickens are trapped in miniscule cages.
6. SHORT SENTENCES FOR EFFECT.
Add a short sentence after each longer one.
E.g. Some people say chickens enjoy their lives in cages. They do not!
7. THREE PART LIST
Include the rule of three.
E.g. Keeping chickens in cages is cruel, ruthless and barbaric.
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Punctuation Rules

Full Stop .
1. Used at the end of sentences—He went to town.
2. Used after capital letters in names—J.F. Kennedy.
3. Used after abbreviations of words—3ft.6 ins. tall.

Comma ,
1. Before certain connectives
A comma should be used before these connectives: and, but, for, nor, yet, or, so
to separate two independent clauses or in a list.
She was a fantastic cook, but she would never be as good as her mother-in-law.
He hated his neighbours, so he never invited them round.
The four flavours are orange, lemon, apple, and lime. *
*some people would have been taught to omit the last comma in a list. This is also
acceptable.
2. Used for direct speech—The Queen said, “It’s my birthday.”
3. Used for subordinate clauses (less important parts of a sentence), or phrases—
The keeper, having tripped him, pretended to be hurt.
4. Commas are used to separate elements in a sentence that express contrast.- She is in‐
telligent, not pretty. He thought the building was enormous, but ugly.
5.Commas are used for typographical reasons to separate dates and years, towns and
counties etc.- His home was in Streatham, East London. My father was born on March 13,
1949.
6. Commas are used to separate several adjectives.—The old, ramshackle, dilapidated
house had a charm of its own.
As a general rule, if you can put the word 'and' or 'or' between the adjectives, then the
comma is appropriate. If you cannot, the comma should be omitted.
One of the biggest misuses of the comma is the comma splice. This is the use of
a comma to join two independent clauses. For example: It is nearly half past five, we can‐
not reach town before dark. This should read: It is nearly half past five; we cannot reach
town before dark. It is nearly half past five. We cannot reach town before dark.

Apostrophe ‘
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Used for possessive of a noun— The boy’s hat.
Used for time or quantity— In one week’s time.
Used for missing numbers— The summer of ‘68.
Used for missing letters— We can’t go, don’t you know?
Used for plurals of words ending in S— I know the Dobbs’: Tim, Lisa and Sophie.
Used for possessives of plural nouns, after the S— The boys’ changing rooms.
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Colon :
1. Used before a list- There were three signposts: north, south ,and west.
2. Used before a long quotation- In the words of Martin Luther King: “I have a dream….”
3. Used before an explanation—
It’s obvious what made the awful sound: it was the howling of an enormous hound.
4. Used to balance two varying sentences— I loved Polo‐Mints: no one else did.

Semicolon ;
1. Used for joining two sentences (independent clauses), without ‘and’ or ‘but’—
I loved Marathon Bars; they are now called Snickers.
2. Used to break up lists of long items or lists within lists—
We did lots of things: we climbed up Mount Snowdon; we went pony trekking; we swam i
n the sea.
I have been to Newcastle, Carlisle, and York in the North; Bristol, Exeter, and Portsmouth in
the South; and Cromer, Norwich, and Lincoln in the East.

Exclamation Mark !
1. Used to exclaim or admire— What a wonderful goal!
2. Used to make something ordinary into something special—
I could do with a drink! (e.g. very thirsty).
3. Used in greetings— Hi there!

Question Mark ?
1. Used after direct questions— What time is it?
2. Used to show uncertainty— The door creaked open?

Brackets ( )
1. Used to add information— We sell Snickers ( formerly known as Marathons).
2. Used by writers to make a personal comment— The food tasted awful (yuk!)

Ellipsis …
1. Used to show a break in the writing/ continuation of thought—
He lay dead… stone cold dead… nobody breathed…
2. Used to show words missing from a quotation—”I have a dream … that one day…”

Dash —
1. Used to break up writing, giving a pause— I came in—checked my watch—I was late.

Hyphen —
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Used to join words together, to avoid confusion— I will re‐mark your work.
Used for spelling numbers— Forty‐two, forty‐three.
Used to join 2 nouns— I watched the Tottenham– Arsenal match.
Used for certain prefixes— They were all anti‐American.
Used for hesitation or stuttering— I saw a g‐g‐g‐g‐g– ghost!
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Speech Marks “ “
1. Used when writing direct speech— “Hello, mum,” I called through the door.
2. Used for quotations— The first sentence was “the house was empty.
3. Used for showing someone else’s words— She said she felt “very happy with life”.
Finally, some punctuation is compulsory, some is optional.
Fashions and rules are changing punctuation all the time.
However, good punctuation makes writing clear and reading easy, so use it!
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Writing in Paragraphs

Your writing often needs to be organised into paragraphs. You put ideas together in a
paragraph when they are about the same thing. This helps the reader to follow what
you are saying. Here are some helpful rules for organising your paragraphs:

1.Make the first sentence a lead signpost sentence telling the reader what the
paragraph is about. (i.e. a topic sentence).
2. Develop the ideas in the rest of the paragraph.
Part‐time jobs encourage us to be more responsible. Responsibility is an important life
skill which will help young people in so many ways. We are, for example, expected to
be responsible about our learning, preparing responsibly for the battering of tests that
we face throughout our education. In our social lives we have to act responsibly,
dealing with bullies or using social media with care.

3.You might be able to make the last sentence of your paragraph point the way or hint
about what the next paragraph is about.
5. Connectives such as firstly, secondly, in conclusion, are sometimes a useful
way to start paragraphs but don’t over use them; try to find different ways of starting
paragraphs.
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Targeting writing: Audience, form, and purpose
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